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Abstract 
The Business practices of an industrialized civilization are responsible for intensifying the dynamics of the interdependent  
environmental,  social  and  economic  domains  of our  ecosystem.  The worldwide objective to accomplish Sustainability is 
invariably addressed by Policy makers and Institutions by means of moderately disparate co-relations between Environmental 
and Social considerations. The dimension of Social Sustainability has a direct co-relation towards the extended continuation of a 
globalized Enterprise. The  stated  co-relation  is  an  interconnected  and  interdependent  network  comprising  of  growth  in 
Innovation and Sustainability at the Environmental and Economic frontiers. From the standpoint of Innovation, the 20th  
century has been dominated by both TRIZ with OTSM and Kurzweil’s Law of Accelerating Returns to steer the future of 
revolutionary innovations. Moreover, TRIZ and its evolved counterpart OTSM have been extensively utilized for macro-
scale problem solving scenarios, while Kurzweil’s Law has reached up to quantum scale whereby matter as we know exhibits 
an entire range of unique properties with a potential to dramatically transform our human civilization. Accordingly, the 
perceived limitations and vague applicability of TRIZ in sub-macro scale innovations has been discussed. The contemporary tools 
for project evaluation (e.g.: cost benefit analysis) and product development (e.g.: linear stage-gate process) quintessential for 
commercializing innovations are identified to be limited, both in scope and accuracy for delivering a long term ‘sustainable’ 
competitive advantage to an Enterprise. 
Consequently, the proposed conceptual Multifaceted Framework addresses the issue of social sustainability in Product 
Development. The underpinnings of Systems Thinking, TRIZ and OTSM, Complex Adaptive Systems, Socio-Economics 
& Human Behavior forms the fundamental basis of the proposed Multifaceted Framework. The novel perspective offered by 
the proposed Framework enables product development teams to overcome the inherent myopia and other limitations 
associated with the contemporary Environmental Life Cycle Analysis and Sustainability related Decision Models. An Expert 
opinion based evaluation technique in conjugation with a Multilayered Decision Modeling Method have been incorporated as a 
salient features in the proposed framework. The evaluation technique is utilized for assigning numerical values to the pertinent 
sustainability related criteria of the Multilayered Decision Model. The proposed Framework plays a crucial role in product 
development and decision modeling across the Idea Screening Phase (Stage 2) up to the Feasibility Analysis Phase (Stage 
4). In addition, a modified version Taguchi Loss Function is included to exemplify a tangible relation between Product Quality 
parameters and Sustainability. The objective of the proposed framework is to provide an efficient, yet comprehensive 
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evaluation as well as an effective product development strategy with a distinct and a holistic outlook on Social 
Sustainability. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The Bio-Geo Sphere as a whole including the Eco-systems are regarded as an interdependent network of Linear; 
Non-Linear; Chaotic and Complex Adaptive Systems [1]. Moreover, the onset of globalization has resulted in 
depletion of non-renewable resources and an enormous ecological impact that has been determined to exacerbate 
socio-economic imbalances [2; 3]. Consequently, the Decision Modeling methodologies have to compulsorily 
account for the social, environmental and economic sustainability (from here onwards to be referred as 
Sustainability) within the early stages of Product Development [2]. Meanwhile, the endeavor to include an 
exhaustive list of stakeholder considerations within the design phase would generate an equivalent degree of 
conflicts and synergies by virtue of the idiosyncrasies of the accessible resources (Table 1). For instance: an eco-
friendly material may be more expensive with poor engineering related compliance. Accordingly, a ‘multilayered 
decision modeling methodology’ is incorporated as a quintessential aspect of the proposed Multifaceted Framework, 
which contains the most pertinent sustainability criteria so as to address the welfare of the stakeholders at least up to 
a ‘tolerable level’. In this paper, a Product under development is presented as a Complex Adaptive System. 
Concurrently, as an ‘emergence’ of the ongoing Sustainability related dynamics and as an agent exerting influence 
onto the stakeholders [4]. This facet has been the source of motivation to incorporate a novel, comprehensive and 
simplified technique for Sustainability evaluation using Expert opinion which is discussed in the following section. 
The ‘multilayered decision modeling methodology’ in conjugation with the expert opinion based Sustainability 
evaluation method constitutes the proposed Multifaceted Framework. 
The paradigms of Chaos Theory and Complex Adaptive Systems are observable in our day-to-day lives; wherein 
the highest fractal would be the Bio-Geo Sphere and the cell organelles can be considered as the lowest fractal [1]. 
For instance, the economic policies of a nation, its environmental conditions and the socio-economic background of 
an individual would obviously govern his accessibility to food and shelter. Thus, determining his health condition 
which would be evident in his blood reports [3]. Similarly, the following section also discusses the ‘multilayered 
decision modeling method’ as a conceptual fractal based construct in Figure 2. The fractal perspective is with 
reference to the Product, the Enterprise and its Stakeholders, as an interactive and nested ‘self similar entities’ [1]. 
Similarly, each of these agents in co- relation with the whole eco-system are “self-similar” (not identical) structures, 
known as fractals reproduce at increasing and decreasing scales on the basis of the aforementioned context 
pertaining to the Complex Adaptive System perspective [4]. Consequently, as identified by Chaos Theory scholars 
that practically the whole universe around us is composed of Fractal based structures. As mentioned previously, the 
human body just like other living organisms, including our human behavior and the socio- economic political 
structures which originate out our own interactions with the ecosystem, is indeed composed of fractals. For 
Example: According to Sigmund Freud, the father and son relationship eventually forms the mould for structuring 
the political and patriarchal constructs of the society [5]. 
The core objective of the proposed Multifaceted framework is to provide a holistic perspective of the Product 
Development Process and actualize the extended continuity of an Enterprise in synchronicity with the Bio-geo 
sphere that sustains its pertinent stakeholders and resources [6]. 
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Fig. 1. Conceptual Model of a co-relating the Social, Economic and Environmental Sustainability 











Source: International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) an Project Management Institute 
2. Evaluation of Sustainability Paradigms 
The contemporary Life Cycle Analysis Approaches that evaluate, both the Environmental and Social 
ramifications of our Industrial and other socio-economic political activities are identified to possess 
substantial limitations [2; 7]. Notwithstanding their exhaustive approach these techniques do not explicitly 
address interdependency and co-relations between their constituting criteria and impact categories, let alone the 
sustainability related impacts effectuated by other Industrial and non-industrial institutions and/or entities. 
Similarly, in the authors’ opinion the Environmental approach does not ‘clearly’ emphasize on the interactions 
between the various impact categories (e.g.: Ozone layer depletion and aquatic toxicity). Moreover, the 
Environmental approach does not ‘clearly’ account in detail the improvisations in new materials, processing 
techniques (e.g.: advanced injection molding), and cleaner production methods (e.g.: adsorption) [8]. Thus, 
compelling its users to execute additional arduous analytical tasks. Acknowledging the complex interconnected 
relations between the social; economic and environmental domains of our eco-system poses an enormous 
impediment for decision makers (or decision model users) to clearly outline the social sustainability criteria. 
Previous attempts to assign financial economic values have been carried out, notwithstanding the identified 
intrinsic challenges of improving the accuracy of the process [9]. Therefore, in this paper the authors propose the 
utilization of a more qualitative approach towards decision modeling that simultaneously considers diverse set of 
criteria ranging from social; emotional; environmental; technical; rational; intuitive; economical and others with a 
substantial degree of consistency, known as the Multi-criteria method. 
The multilayered decision modelling method proposed in this paper as shown in Figure 2, adopts a more 
qualitative approach based on the multi-criteria method [10]. Nonetheless, the conventional multi- criteria 
methods suffer from reductionism which is probably attributed to its hierarchical nature, especially in the case 
of Analytical Hierarchy Process. Accordingly, in this paper the multi-criteria method has been extensively 
Resources: Sources of limitations and starting points of innovation 
a) Managerial capacity (e.g.: availability of time, monetary and human resources). 
b) Intellectual acumen for innovation, Cognitive abilities, attitude & Collaborative Strength 
c) Properties and Accessibility of Materials & Energy Sources 
d) Organizational Infrastructure, Financial Capital and Value Chain Partners. 
e) Technological feasibility of Engineering Tools and Communication Networks (Hardware/Software). 
f) Government Policies that offer subsidies and easier access to credit. 
g) Managerial capacity (e.g.: availability of time, monetary and human resources). 
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modified to achieve considerable compatibility with Chaos Theory and Complex Adaptive Systems perspectives 
[4]. The revised multi-criteria method follows a multilayered structure; wherein the pertinent criteria are arranged 
in three different layers. Layer 1 delivers a tolerable level of Sustainability, while the other two Layers 
contribute to additional degrees of Sustainability. Layer 2 and 3 are negotiable and should be considered 
without any conflict with Layer 1. Additional details of the multilayered decision model are provided in 
subsequent sections in Table 5. This implies that the revised multicriteria based decision modelling method is 
indeed a fractal based construct [1; 4]. Furthermore, instead of the pair wise comparison in multicriteria analysis, 
a chosen set of 13 pertinent criteria which encompass the 3 aforementioned domains of Sustainability are outlined 
below. The criteria as illustrated in Figure 3 is more product centric whereby a multitude of social, economic 
and policy drivers play a crucial role for the success of the product, both from a commercialization and 
sustainability perspective. The chosen criteria are subjected to Expert Opinion in order to evaluate their 
propensity to ‘dominate (as in impact)’ every other criterion and also to gauge its ‘sensitive’ towards each other. 
Literature review on environmental dynamics in correlation with socio-economics is utilized to aid the Experts in 
assigning appropriate numerical scores ranging from 1 to 9 followed computing the average of all the scores 
for both the Dominance and Sensitivity aspects (Figure 6). The authors consider the stated evaluation strategy to 
be far more effective in incorporating the expert opinion based on the Experts’ respective specializations in 
engineering design, economics and project appraisal. 
Products and Services are known to impact human behaviour and other pertinent stakeholders. Consequently, it 
is essential for the Enterprise to broaden its horizons of social sustainability beyond the contemporary safety and 
performance regulations [11]. 
The pertinent paradigms of social sustainability that exemplify the Mental and Physical Health of 
Individuals and Groups are enumerated as follows: 
1. Product Design: Product Architecture, Materials and Processes considered for Commercialization. 
2. End-Of-Life Options (EOL): Reuse; Recycling and Remanufacturing. 
3. Labor: Skill level of the Labor Force with its ability to harness Technological and Productivity related 
capabilities. 
4. Environment: Accessibility to the Environment and Natural Resources, including clean air, water for the 
sustenance of human civilization (irrespective of socio-economic status) and eco-system. 
5. Family Income: Household income per capita. 
6. Public Welfare: Infrastructure and policies to promote Security, Healthcare, Safety, Social Equity, 
Environmental protection programs (e.g.: Environmental Protection Agency, USA), Cultural Heritage sites 
and practices, Adaptability and Education. 
7. SME (Small/ Medium sized Enterprises): Revenue stream of Local Businesses. 
8. Government: Planning the Government Budget & Policy implementation. 
9. Financial Capital: Access to monetary resources from Banks and Government Institutions. 
10. Basic infrastructure: Roads, Electricity, Water, Bridges, Law enforcement, Healthcare etc. 
11. Employment: Improvised access to Employment coupled with Fair Remuneration with Incentives and 
Benefits. 
12. Housing: Affordability of Housing and Accommodation. 
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13. Business Growth: Prosperous continuation of medium and large sized businesses. 
14. Population and Demographics 
15. Income Distribution and Equality (e.g.: Gini Coefficient) 
 
Fig. 2. Multilayered decision modelling method. 
 
Fig. 3. Paradigms of Social Sustainability: A Systems Thinking Perspective [13; 68] 
3. Hypotheses underpinning the Multifaceted Framework 
3.1. TRIZ as a Complex Adaptive System 
Product Development and Commercialization stimulates competition in the market place, which further acts 
as a feedback for the Enterprise. Moreover, the problem solving approach of TRIZ (Theory of inventive problem 
solving) has been practiced since decades to resolve challenges arising from growing competition, owing to the 
Laws of Technical Systems Evolution (Figure 4) [12]. Furthermore, the TRIZ approach as hypothesized by the 
authors resembles the evolution trends of Complex Adaptive Systems, especially pertaining to the dimensions of 
Utility, Effectiveness and Efficiency, as illustrate in Figure 1. 
Products, like agents undergoing evolution are required to be at least marginally improvised than their 
competitors and opt for the Sub-Optimal Approach. Wherein, they invest their resources by temporarily favouring 
utility and enhanced effectiveness at the expense of efficiency, which is eventually compensated to uphold 
their competitive position [4]. This evolutionary pattern resonates with the Technology Adoption Life Cycle. 
As the Product/Service or Technology, for example: the world’s first car to replace horse driven carriages, 
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propagates from Early Adopters, who identify novelty in the innovation (especially disruptive) and provide 
feedback for further progress along the adoption curve, until a new innovation is introduced by the Enterprise or 
its competition [13]. 
Although, the TRIZ method has undergone modifications over decades to address the needs for 
Sustainable Design, nonetheless it is apparently limited only up to the environmental aspect [12]. Furthermore, 
TRIZ and OTSM become less reliable for predicting cutting edge trends in radical and disruptive innovation. 
For example: owing to the limitations of silicon and carbon nanotubes in perpetuating the Moore’s law, the DNA 
based computation was conceptualized. Thus, TRIZ under such circumstances is substantially limited to predict 
trends in accelerated technology growth and accordingly, other problem solving approaches of Design by Analogy 
and Case based reasoning are considered to be more effective [14; 15]. Therefore, the proposed multifaceted 
framework alleviates the limitations of TRIZ by virtue of incorporating a diverse spectrum of problem solving 
approaches and proposes a ‘New Inventive Principle’. The domain of Systematic Innovation that promulgates the 
importance of an "emergence" which is an advanced approach to integrate miscellaneous business and 
management philosophies in conjugation with innovation methodologies, including TRIZ and OTSM. As a 
result, investigations in the stated interdisciplinary area have acknowledged the importance of complexity theory 
(related to Complex Adaptive Systems) to materialize innovations from a situation of chaos transforming into 
order, so as to define and resolve pertinent problem and contradictions. Therefore, as a novel feature of this paper 
is to incorporate overall Sustainability as a core facet of an Enterprise’s Business and Management 
Philosophy [6]. (Source: IMRC Design Technology Research Project, University of Bath and Engineering and 
Physical Sciences Research Council.) 
3.2. 3.1.1 TRIZ and Thermodynamics 
As discussed previously, a Product and its corresponding services are an Emergence of the socio- economic 
dynamics of our human civilization. Therefore, product development methodologies (e.g.: Total Product Life 
Cycle Approach, FDA) and problem solving techniques (e.g.: TRIZ and Design by Analogy) appear to follow 
an evolutionary pattern to address the ever increasing needs of our human civilization with higher effectiveness, 
efficiency and minimal damage to our overall sustainability [14]. With respect to the applicability of 
Thermodynamics and Entropy towards TRIZ clearly resonates with Laws of Technical Systems Evolution, 
beginning with Law 2 Energy Conductivity (or shortening the energy flow path) for optimizing the performance 
of the System and Law 5 of Non-Uniform Evolution of Sub-Systems that discusses about the increasing 
complexity of any system that generates more irregularities (or system scale entropy) and thus, leading to further 
contradictions that impede  the evolution by acting as a feedback to the Product Development teams [12]. 
Likewise, in accordance with aspect of Emergence in Complex Adaptive Systems Law 6 discusses the transition of 
developed system to be a part of a super-system [or] a member of a bi-poly system (Source: P41 Inc.). Pentti 
Soderlin had also remotely discussed this aspect in an article titled “Thoughts on Fields - Is the Concept of Field 
indisputable?”, in the July 2003 issue of the TRIZ Journal. 
As the paradigms of TRIZ were considered for problem solving across diverse sectors ranging from Technical, 
Administrative, Physical, Social-Emotional-Political, Economical, and Environmental in nature [16]. The paper 
published by Zlotin et al., 2001 illustrated the entities and systems under discussion to possess a networked 
relationship with continuous feedback loops that in the authors’ opinion does closely resemble a Complex 
Adaptive System [16]. To strengthen our hypothesis further, the motivation of involved parties and stakeholders in 
a product development endeavour to reconcile the diverse set of contradictions from the aforementioned sectors, 
lead to the formulation of an evolved version of TRIZ known as General Theory on Powerful Thinking (OTSM) 
by a leading scientist known as Nikolai Khomenko. Coincidentally, the OTSM method utilizes a fractal model 
for solving complex interdisciplinary networks of contradictions and problems and is devised to be domain-free. 
As explained in the introduction, every investigated contradiction pertaining to any one domain of sustainability 
is in co-relation to a multitude of other interconnected contradictions in corresponding domains of 
Sustainability. This is attributed to the Pareto Optimal Frontier between the aforementioned domains of 
Sustainability and the limitations outlined in Table 1. Consequently, the previously stated multilayered decision 
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model turns out to be useful for aiding the product development teams to select the pertinent contradictions for 
accomplishing a ‘tolerable’ magnitude of overall Sustainability [10]. 
3.3. Bottom-Up Perspective on TRIZ 
The technological and the corresponding socio-economic revolutions brought about by the Law of 
Accelerating Returns [23; 34] on the basis of the innovative Systems and Sub-systems. The systems further 
comprising of an advanced Design Engineering/Architecture and their constituting novel materials which are 
engineered at varying scales ranging from macro up to the micro, nano and even quantum scales [18]. 
Furthermore, during Systems Development and Engineering that entails manipulation of matter at micro, nano 
and quantum scales, a unique co-relation arises between Law 4 of Increasing Ideality and Law 9 of Transition 
from Macro to Micro within the Laws of Technical Systems Evolution [12; 19]. Wherein, the ideality of a macro 
scale system is brought about by virtue of engineering at micro, nano and quantum scales. For example: Composite 
materials (also Inventive principle No. 40) for macro scale applications, Micro as in Microprocessors [37], Nano 
as in Optically sensitive nanoparticles for diagnostics and Quantum scale as in Quantum Dots and Quantum 
Computing. 
Accordingly, as hypothesized by the authors, a Product Development Team and Scientists can incorporate a 
unique perspective of TRIZ for Technology Forecasting with respect to Law of Accelerating Returns when they 
consider Law 4 and Law 9 simultaneously; followed by ensuring the other Laws of Technical Evolution are 
adhered, substantially. It is obligatory for the Product Development Teams to simultaneously account for 
overall sustainability and safety considerations. In addition, the advent of sub-macro technologies (nano, micro 
and quantum) have not only significantly enhanced in S-field interactions (eg: micro and nano-optics), but are 
poised to revolutionize human society as well [17]. This is specifically observed in the research area of Quantum 
Information Technology (e.g.: Toshiba Inc.). Moreover, the equally dramatic changes in human society caused by 
the emancipation of ‘never before imagined’ technologies has encountered resistance from both people and 
authorities on the grounds of safety, regulation and known restraints for embracing innovation. The known 
barriers for preventing the commercialization of revolutionary technologies, in addition to safety considerations are 
almost the equal to the impediments for innovation. For instance, stereotypical thinking, fear of risks(s)/failure(s) 
and misuse, lack of knowledge, poor decision making skills and leadership deficit [15]. However, some of the 
most prominent roadblocks are the perceived 'holiness' of the current socio-economic and political system, pre-
defined biases, self-imposed constraints and lack of sensitivity towards Sustainable and Advanced Growth [20]. 
The fundamental root causes of the stated barriers have been explained through advances in Cognitive Sciences 
and Behavioural Economics Research; wherein experts have investigated the role of evolutionary nature of our 
human brain from non- human ancestors and the role it plays in our perception of risk and benefits which 
further governs our decision making abilities [21]. It is interesting to note the unique similarity between Butterfly 
Effect of Chaos Theory and the widespread socio-economic ramifications of sub-macro scale technologies [1; 15]. 
According to the preliminary literature research and brainstorming conducted by the authors, have reached a 
hypothesis that the benefits provided by both TRIZ and OTSM are more appropriate for macro- scale systems, 
which includes a few hundred microns and upwards. Although, in certain exceptional cases applicability of TRIZ 
has been discussed in Microelectronics and Micro-Electromechanical Systems, using the Laws of Technical 
Evolution and Separation principles [36]. This is one of the core reasons for revolutionary technologies based on 
Kurzweil’s Law of Accelerating Returns are remotely forecasted within the TRIZ Laws of Systems Evolution and 
hence are classified as Category 4 and 5 Inventions [17]. In the authors’ opinion, TRIZ and OTSM promulgate 
Systematic Innovation in contrast to Kurzweil’s theory comprising of rapidly evolving and radical development 
(Creax Inc.). As a result, problem solving methods such as TRIZ, Design by Analogy and Case based Reasoning 
play the role of beneficiaries of the advancements as a result of Kurzweil’s Law. This probably explains the 
presence of almost negligible knowledge about the applicability of TRIZ related paradigms in sub-macro 
technologies, mainly nano and quantum domains. The most important point to be noted in this article is that the 
authors during their discussion and brainstorming have recognized a few instances whereby TRIZ related 
paradigms (Laws of Evolution, Inventive and Separation Principles) are remotely applicable during engineering 
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and development endeavours at the sub-macro scale of nano and quantum domains. In the authors’ opinion, the 
accelerated growth towards quantum and molecular technologies, as described by Kurzweil’s law requires the 
designation of small/medium sized molecules, particles exhibiting quantum mechanics and supramoleculcar 
structures, as ‘systems’ with remarkable properties [17]. However, in contrast to its macro-scale counterparts 
the paradigms of TRIZ and OTSM are vaguely applicable in this domain. 
At the sub-molecular and atomic level, Product Development Engineers and Scientists would encounter a 
‘unique’ realm governed and dominated by Chemical Bonds (Sigma, Pi, Hydrogen, Van Der Waals Forces, Metal 
Bonding), Chemical/Physical States (e.g.: Polymorphism), Band gap manipulation for specific applications by 
controlling the chemical composition, Electronic Properties and the Electron Transport Capabilities (Electron 
Mobility) of a given Molecular Structure, Spin-Orbit interaction & Transport, Ligand interaction and Quantum 
Hall Effect. In addition, Steric Hindrance, Stereochemistry, Chirality and Quantitative Structure Activity 
Relationship are essential in governing a molecule’s functionality [22]. Beginning with Graphene as an example, 
is one of the most remarkable nanoscale materials with a wide spectrum of properties ranging from mechanical, 
electronic, chemical and optical which can be ‘tuned’ for specific applications to benefit society at large [23]. 
Graphene, is a planar sheet of sp2-bonded carbon atoms densely structured in a honey-comb crystal lattice. 
Graphene, in the past has been engineered using various chemicals and materials. For Instance, metals (eg: 
Potassium for creating superconductivity) and polymers (eg: Photovoltaic applications) [23]. Semyon D. 
Savransky’s article titled “Application of TRIZ for the search of new materials features” in the February 1999 
issue of the TRIZ Journal remotely discussed quantum physics for co-relating Altshuller's Polyscreen Approach 
to incorporate applications pertaining to new matter, such as super conductors. 
To explain the vague applicability of TRIZ paradigms at the sub-macro level, the authors request the readers to 
imagine themselves at the molecular and atomic level of matter and visualize atoms and molecules as 
‘structures’ with their respective constituting quantum level entities, especially electrons, orbitals and nuclei. The 
aim is to draw analogies between TRIZ paradigms at macro scale and behaviour of matter at micro, nano and 
quantum scale. The authors are not attempting to force the TRIZ paradigms at the sub-macro level, on the 
contrary the motive is to determine ‘basic and fundamental’ similarities between behaviour of matter pertinent to 
innovative applications and TRIZ and OTSM. 
The authors are aware that the TRIZ paradigms at macro scale would not be absolutely accurate at the sub-
macro scale level, nevertheless certain conceptual similarities are observed. A simple example would be the 
development of self assembled DNA nanostructures, wherein the DNA strands and sequences are visualized as 
molecular blocks with ‘sticky’ molecular ends and the ability of the base pairs to connect to each other by using 
weak hydrogen bonds [24]. When observed from the lens of TRIZ paradigms in inventions pertaining to 
designing engineered molecular nanostructures (or molecular blocks) using the attribute of self assembly, one 
can identify striking similarities with the following TRIZ principles, including but not limited to 1. 
segmentation, 5. Combination (with respect to inclusion of suitable atoms and molecules), and 13. Inversion [12]. 
As the nitrogen base pairs, such as adenine are present in multiple tautomers (varying structural isomers) then the 
principle of 17; wherein ‘Moving to a new dimension’ can be considered for creating novel nano-structures. 
To explain from a TRIZ paradigm perspective at sub-macro scale in simpler words, let us consider a 
hypothetical example of a Graphene composite comprising of conjugation with Potassium (an atom or group of 
atoms) for Superconductivity and Special Polymeric material for Photovoltaic Applications [23]. 
Furthermore, the atoms, molecules and quantum based entities (e.g.: Quantum dots) conjugated with Graphene 
should satisfy the following Laws of Systems Evolution [12]: 
a) In accordance with the first three laws of System Completeness, Energy Conductivity and Harmonization. It 
is essential that the Potassium atoms and Polymer are present in the required ratio, electrical charge and 
stereochemistry to accomplish the goal of superconductivity and photo electricity (Law1). Moreover, in the 
case of interaction with electric, thermal, magnetic, electromagnetic fields, the energy should be efficiently 
transmitted within the pertinent molecular sections of the composite to accomplish the desired magnitude 
of photo-electricity and superconductivity applications (Law 2 and Law 9) [25]. 
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b) On similar lines of Law 2, the atoms and orbitals within the graphene composite should permit electron mobility 
(especially for metals and semiconductor materials), movement of delocalized electrons within a molecule (e.g.: 
Benzene ring), movement of electrons within atomic and molecular orbitals and these orbitals interacting 
with each other [22]. The stated scenarios contribute to the thermodynamic properties of the Composite. It is 
essential that the chemical bonding, S-field interaction and electron transportability occur in a harmoniums 
manner (Law 3). 
c) Moreover, the Graphene Composite would be integrated with additional macro scale components, parts and sub-
assemblies such as signal processing circuits, microelectronics and device packaging to create a Super System 
in the form of a Device or an Instrument (Law 6). This device or instrument can further be integrated into 
another Super-system. For Example: a cell phone battery using carbon nanotubes would be incorporated within a 
cell phone. 
d) Nevertheless, the development of advanced sub-macro scale technology based systems can generate a multitude 
of conflicts and further affect the reliability of the System as a whole (Law 5). 
In the 40th  principle TRIZ recommends composite material i.e. combination of various materials to deliver a 
synergistic application with minimal disadvantages. Wherein conflict between materials can result in selection of 
more suitable materials or engineering them at molecular level to actualize the desired attributes. However, when 
observed at the quantum level, one cannot choose beyond selecting or rejecting suitable atoms or even artificial atoms 
(e.g.: Quantum Dots). The presence of 4th and 5th states of matter namely Plasma with a certain range of practical 
applications (Plasma Treat Inc.) and while the Bose-Einstein Condensate is still under extensive research[26]. 
Accordingly, this present decade the innovations involving quantum mechanics would have to entail molecular scale 
(and even artificial atoms) technologies. Although conventional TRIZ is capable of solving conflicts and 
incorporating synergies at macro-scale (millimeter onwards to macro-scale). Meanwhile, any undesired conflict 
originating at the molecular level (or sub-molecular level) of the Graphene Composite provides negligible 
opportunities for the paradigms of TRIZ to offer any alternative. For Example: In addition to Graphene’s known 
properties, it is also impermeable to gases including Helium. Therefore, if an engineer decides to build a device using 
Graphene for filtration of gases in addition to the other known properties of Graphene, then most probably these 
conflicts are irreconcilable [23], unless Graphene undergoes structural modification to accomplish the desired set of 
attributes. The conflict can be resolved by way of engineering at the molecular structural level to include additional 
functional groups either bonded to 
Graphene molecule or embedded within the Graphene lattice in order to alter the stereochemistry, 3D molecular 
orientation and electron configuration/ transportability. The Product Development Teams and Scientists must bear in 
mind the relevance of the Laws of Systems Evolution while incorporating the modifications, as explained previously 
to accomplish their desired set of objectives. 
Furthermore, while such a molecular and quantum level engineering is underway to satisfy a broad array of 
applications, major conflicts could occur mainly in the following manner: 
1. Stereochemistry configuration(s) pertaining to the 3D arrangement of atoms in a molecule and molecular 
structure(s)/Molecule(s) in a molecular conjugate [22]. 
2. Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship (SAR) pertaining to the influence of various functional groups 
and atoms within a given molecule or bound to the molecule, which ultimately governs its overall function. This 
is observed mainly in alteration of pharmacological activity of a drug molecule after being functionalized. The 
SAR is known to affect the Electron Transport and Mobility within the molecule and other pertinent quantum 
effects, such as optical sensitivity [27]. 
As the readers of this paper have already been requested to visualize themselves at the molecular and atomic 
level of matter and perceive these entities as ‘Mechanical Structures’, as in the case of Artificial Molecular 
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Machines, such as catenanes, rotaxanes, and pseudorotaxanes. When such Molecular machines are engineered for a 
specific application ‘solely’ on the basis of their mechanical structural movements (Law 8 of Dynamism). Then 
any conflict arising out of the molecular structure(s) can be resolved by modifying the molecules in accordance 
with Supramolecular Chemistry. This is parallel to the Separation Principles of TRIZ, especially in Space and 
Time, wherein the structural configuration of macro scale systems, such as aircraft wings are re-designed to be 
retractable at will for effective manoeuvring during dog fights [12; 27]. Moreover, the other macro-scale TRIZ 
inventive principles applicable for molecular scale machinery are including but not limited to: 1. Segmentation, 
4. Asymmetry, 5. Combination, 6. Universality (e.g.: Liposomes for targeted delivery of a wide range of 
molecules), 7. Nesting (e.g.: Cyclodextrins that entrap drug molecules), 9. Prior Counteraction, 13. Inversion, 16. 
Partial, overdone or excessive action , 17. Moving to a new dimension and 19. Periodic action. However, if the 
alteration of the molecular structure brings about an undesired functional property, such as inability of the 
artificial molecular machine to respond to chemical or optical signals, then as stated previously TRIZ would not be 
able to resolve conflicts at the atomic, molecular and quantum levels of matter [27]. 
The major impediment in incorporating TRIZ paradigms at these sub macro scales is that the structural (e.g.: 3D 
orientation and stereochemistry) and functional (e.g.: optical sensitivity and electron transport) of Supramolecules 
and Nanostructures are strongly interconnected and are always desired in combination. For example: The Artificial 
Molecular Machine is engineered to possess a suitable 3D steric configuration in addition to sensitivity towards 
light for functioning. The same is in the case of graphene, wherein if the molecular 3D steric configuration is 
altered then modifications within the functional aspects would occur spontaneously. So, an alteration in any one 
of the facets could change the other and may bring about an undesired outcome [23; 27]. When observed from a 
macro-scale viewpoint, as per the authors’ observation of the Inventive Principles of TRIZ [20]; wherein from 
Principle 1 to 29 are dominated by electro-mechanical approaches. Meanwhile, the following inventive 
principles are predominantly based on Physical and Chemical attributes of materials intended to resolving conflicts: 
30. Flexible film or thin membranes, 31. porous materials, 35. Transforming physical or chemical states, 36. 
Phase transition, 37. Thermal expansion, 38. Use of strong oxidisers, 39. Inert environment, 40. Composite 
materials. Moreover, the authors feel that the inventive principle 38 should be re-named as chemical reaction 
enhancers in order to include catalysts, enzymes, ions, radicals and other actively participating chemical 
entities. These principles are applicable for macro as well as micro/nano based applications. The presence of new 
quantum based technologies may result in redefining the contradictions and inventive principles of TRIZ. For 
instance, when observed in Quantum Computing, wherein quantum based entities such as photons and electrons are 
utilized by their virtue of ‘existence in a multiplicity of their quantum states’ to not only represent but even 
process an enormous magnitude of data (Quantum Information Technology, HP Laboratory, Bristol, 2002). 
Consequently, the authors recommend the inclusion of a new inventive principle that acknowledges diverse 
quantum states of matter to resolve contradictions in our rapidly evolving society [17]. 
So, based on the similarity between quantum mechanics and the fundamental basics of Laws of Technical 
Systems Evolution, namely No.1 Harmonization, and the inventive principles of 5. Combination, 23. 
Feedback, 35. Transforming States and 36. Phase Transition, the authors propose a 41st inventive principle titled 
as: Broad Spectrum Simultaneous Multiplicity of matter. The proposed 41st principle recommends the 
utilization of a multitude of entities of diverse forms of matter to simultaneously interact with each other; 
wherein each entity would be present in more than one physical and/or quantum state(s). An appropriate example 
would be the utilization of Diode Lasers, which emits photons for controlling and cooling molecules to be used 
as quantum bits in Quantum Computing, as opposed to single atoms or artificial atoms [28]. 
At the present moment, any of the currently used and perceived paradigms TRIZ do not offer any solutions 
to resolve conflicts at the molecular and atomic scale of matter. Acknowledging this crucial roadblock towards 
innovation, the authors conclude that the paradigms of TRIZ as observed are vaguely applicable at the sub-macro 
scale. Furthermore, the authors recommend that scholars in the domains of TRIZ, OTSM, sub macro scale 
technologies and other areas, such as Economics, Sociology and Anthropology to name a few, should re-invent 
these problem solving methodologies through extensive study in order to resolve the network of contradictions 
arising out of the wide scale socio-economic perturbations as foreseen by Kurzweil’s Law of Accelerated 
growth [17].  As the  sub-macro scale engineering, physics and chemistry is categorized as a domain of 
specialized knowledge. Therefore, the authors recommend the availability of a set of computational simulation 
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tools and databases for determining suitable candidates of atoms, quantum particles and molecular fragments with 
their details of chemical bonding and quantum mechanics [22]. Conversely, the authors also recommend an 
informative database to co-relate properties of matter (macro/sub-macro scale) and prospective applications with 
their socio-economic impacts [2; 3; 11; 21; 29]. The goal is to select and engineer appropriate micro/nano, 
molecular and quantum scale candidates to accomplish the desired attributes (e.g.: mechanical strength and 
electrical conductivity) for delivering a suitable application. 
4. Objective Approach towards Sustainability 
In comparison to the traditional Taguchi loss function, which represents a linear (one-way) relationship of the 
monetary compensation of the counter measure pertaining to the deviation of a product from its desired level of 
performance [30]. The proposed equation has expanded the definition of the Taguchi loss function by equating a 
Product’s overall Sustainability with its performance which closely resembles a Complex Adaptive System [1]. 
Moreover, the losses are represented from a thermodynamics standpoint with reference to irreversible depletion of 
crucial natural resources. For Example: Although, concerned parties settle for a monetary compensation (a medium 
of exchange, unlike tangible/non- tangible resources) in  cases of industrial disasters, such as  gas leaks  and oil 
spills. However, the rehabilitation of the victims and ecological restoration in itself requires significant renewable 
and non- renewable resources, which would further exacerbate the ongoing ecological crisis [2]. Consequently, in 
this paper the authors designate ‘loss’ of the Taguchi loss function, as an exergy oriented loss [31]. Exergy, 
according to Thermodynamics is defined as the Energy available to carry out work and establish equilibrium with 
the environment (not necessarily the ecosystem based environment). For e.g.: In an automobile, petroleum is 
chemical energy available for transformation into mechanical energy. The Exergy, after delivering the work output 
and attaining equilibrium becomes zero. In this paper, Exergy is discussed from the viewpoint of overall 
Sustainability as it focuses towards the availability of natural resources for industrial  and social development in 
synchronicity with the effectiveness of the bio- geochemical cycles. The factors that contribute and diminish exergy 
are outlined rank wise in Table 3 and 
The modified Taguchi Loss function is represented by a 2nd  order non-linear, non-homogenous and 
recursive equation (Figure 5). The dynamics between our Ecosystem and the development activities of our 
Human Civilization governs the Replenishment and Consumption Rate of natural resources. Furthermore, to ensure 
the  perpetual continuity of the Eco-system, the effectiveness of the overall Sustainability gains priority over the  
absolute  stability of any one of the  complex/chaotic  systems comprising our bio-geo sphere [31]. 
 
Product Design= Design encompassing Stakeholder requirements (-) Finalized Design. 
 
x If Product Design >0 probably denotes Disruptive or Radical Technologies that surpass stakeholder 
requirements and results in initial stage losses incurred during the adoption cycle [32]. 
x If Product Design <0 denotes design parameters that poorly satisfy stakeholder requirements. 
x If Product Design=0 denotes desired level of sustainability. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the modified Taguchi Loss Function. 
To determine the Exergy Loss, the first order derivative of social, environmental and economic 
sustainability is computed with reference to the Product Design and its modifications before and after product 
launch. The variations and perturbations in overall sustainability which stem from product design modifications are 
fed back into the proposed Exergy Loss equation. Furthermore, the same first order derivative is differentiated 
once more, with reference to the resulting changes of each domain of sustainability actualized by the first order 
term. The feedback cycle would continue indefinitely, provided the Enterprise in collaboration with its stakeholders 
implement reliable measures for preventing further deterioration of the Bio-geo sphere (Table 2) [1]. In Figure 5, 
the impact on “overall biosphere” sustainability, further contributes to the  Noise. The  sources of Noise are  
Technical (e.g.: machine breakdown); Market Requirements (e.g.: adoption of new competing disruptive 
technology); Socio-Economic (e.g.: increase in divorce rates and decrease in household income) and Political (e.g.: 
war and protests). Table 2 outlines recommendations to mitigate the enumerate categories of Noise through robust 
and well-defined public-private collaborations and/or partnerships. 
 
Fig.  5. Sustainability oriented P-Diagram for Robust Design [30] 
During project evaluation from an overall Sustainability standpoint, an Enterprise should always 
implement measures (management and technical processes) that promote higher ranking Exergy contributing 
factors. For instance, investing in eco-friendly manufacturing processes with waste/emission treatment facilities 
and recycling used materials (e.g.:  MBA Polymers Inc. is famously known for chemical based recycling 
various forms of plastics) [8]. Similarly, minimize the disruption of ecosystems, develop the knowledge curve and 
invest in social welfare programs. Thus, leading to lowering of Exergy diminishing factors [29]. 
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Table 2: Strategies to minimize Noise 
Recommended Action Anticipated Outcome 
Stringent regulatory compliance. Lowering of Sustainability related perturbations. 
Improvise Policies of Taxation, appropriate subsidies 
private/public institutions and Government sponsored 
Programs. 
Effective social mobility and Industrial growth for stimulating 
economic growth. 
Employment opportunities 
Encouraging Industrial Ecological Collaboration [72] 
Implementation of Robust Design and Tolerance Control Minimize deviation from the desired specifications. 
Agile Product Development Methods, Knowledge Transfer 
and Project Management Strategies for Product Life Cycle 
Management 
Minimal disruption in project continuity with leveraging knowledge 
for developing sustainable technologies (Styring and Jensen 2011; 
Pubule et al. 2011) 
Training and Continuing Education Programs for Personnel 
and Up-gradation of Infrastructure (tools, hardware and 
techniques). 
Adaptability to a dynamic market and regulatory scenario. 
Moreover, enhanced visibility and improvised predictability of 
future trends. 
 
Table 3. Hierarchical arrangement of Exergy Diminishing Factors crucial for attaining overall Sustainability 
Ranking Exergy Diminishing Factors 
1. Disruption of the ecosystem cycles.
2. Generation of irreversible waste.
3. Increase in entropy
4. Poorly coordinated socio-economic and Industrial activities
5.   Increase in opportunity cost   
 
Table 4. Hierarchical arrangement of Exergy Contributing Factors crucial for attaining Sustainability 
Ranking Exergy Contributing Factors 
1. Re-conversion of expended resources.
2. Processing resources for economic activity
3. Acquisition of new Knowledge
4. Negotiation and Decision Making Ability
5.   Availability of non-renewable resources  
 
The strategies of Noise Minimization are inspired by incorporating the key essence of Principles of TRIZ (8 
to 11 and 15-26) at macro-scale engineering, crises management and risk mitigation activities. [12] 
5. Results and Discussion 
The equations and graphs are schematic in nature and hence are devoid of any mathematical accuracy. The 
figures as intended to serve as a general guideline to enable future subscribers to devise their own suitable 
mathematical models. Similarly, the underpinnings of Systems Thinking forms the basis of the simplified yet 
comprehensive analysis technique, in contrast to the present exhaustive computational approach which exerts its own 
ecological footprint [33; 34]. Enterprises while executing product development are recommended to recalculate the 
buffer capacity of the eco-system every 2 months, using advanced evaluation techniques such as Predictive Ecology 
to primarily determine the level of ecological impact actualized by other industrial and non-industrial institutions 
and/or entities. Secondly, the re- calculation enables computation of the prospective magnitude of ecological impacts 
of a product under development so as to modulate the product development and commercialization processes to be 
more sustainable. Furthermore, the Expert opinion analysis in Figure 9, reveals that Product Design (7); Environment 
(8); Family income (9); Public Welfare (8.5), Government Budget (9) and Financial Capital 
(9) are the most dominant (or influential) criteria in terms of their average scores. However, in addition to 
Employment (8), the Public Welfare (7) and Environment (6.5) were also identified to be the most sensitive criteria. 
Criteria 14 and 15, although have been mentioned but have not been included. As they are substantially covered under 
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the criteria of Public Welfare and Family Income, respectively. The authors, also believe that the exclusion of the 
stated criteria to lessen the burden of the Experts. 
One of the major reasons for such an observation is owing to the depletion of ecosystems and its “sink function” is 
dramatically depleting, further exacerbating any existing socio-economic and political crises [35]. Therefore, as per 
Figure 2 and Table 2, the Enterprise has to account for the ongoing sustainability dynamics in collaboration with their 
stakeholders while utilizing the proposed framework for either governing the fate of the product design and/or 
selecting the most suitable products for development. 
The authors recommend the incorporation of Ecological Restoration of the pertinent ecosystems as a crucial aspect 
of a Enterprise’s Corporate Social Responsibility and encourage innovative technologies for ‘closing the loop’ 
between materials and emissions/wastes [36]; Centre for Low Carbon Futures, University of Sheffield, UK and 
ECN, Netherlands, 2011]. 
 
Fig. 6. Graphical Representation of Expert based Dominance and Sensitivity Analysis 
6. Conclusion and Future Plans 
 From the Kurzweil’s standpoint, it is observed that growth in a few sectors of science and technology spearheads 
the development of other distant as well as remotely associated sectors. Moreover, either concurrently or with a 
certain time lag, the evolution of various domains deliver feedback to each other, thus to a certain degree resembling a 
complex adaptive system. For e.g.: Growth in computation capabilities contributes to research in quantum mechanics, 
which has been regarded as a key factor in the development of Quantum Information Technology (Source: Toshiba). 
The systems and their interactions span across linear/non-linear and predictable/random in nature. Nevertheless, chaos 
theory and complex adaptive system are not the ultimate milestones in the continuum of our civilization. 
M.C. Moolman in 2007, a student from the University of Delft, Netherlands, penned an essay titled 'Climbing The 
Epoch Ladder: Exponential technological growth with respect to the singularity'. In the essay, he discussed the 
arduous challenges and barriers facing our civilization in forecasting the evolution of technological development; let 
alone charting out a credible roadmap with respect to the Kurzweil’s Law of Accelerating Returns. Moolman also 
pointed out that our civilization is always prone to considering certain social, economic and technological 
paradigms during technology prediction. For example: As stated by Henry Ford “If I had asked people what they 
wanted, they would have said faster horses”. Meanwhile, in a Kurzweil world such as ours, a continuous paradigm 
shift is generated during the exponential growth as well as evolution rate of technology. This could sometimes even 
outpace the rate of paradigm shift in our vision and thought processes. As a result, the TRIZ and OTSM paradigms 
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are not necessarily applicable at every revolutionary juncture of our civilization, thus requiring a constant pursuit for 
re-defining its paradigms. 
The contemporary modern society has attained technological and societal evolution by virtue of a wide spectrum 
of innovative and disruptive technologies. The innovation and disruption has enabled easier circulation of information 
and re-structuring of processes, collaborations and conflicts. However, the rapid rate of development has not only 
augmented the overall growth of innovation but has also resulted in major ramifications throughout our society [17]. 
Thus, unleashing waves of creative destruction in the existing (and ever dynamically changing) environmental, socio-
economic and political scenarios [3; 37]. Therefore, the authors recommend Policy Makers, Public/Private and 
Regulatory Institutions to channelize disruptive innovation towards overall sustainable growth, without compromising 
economic development. Furthermore, justifying the authors’ aim to reconcile TRIZ & OTSM with the advancement 
of sub-macro scale technologies and Kurzweil’s Law of Accelerating Returns [12; 17]. 
In comparison to solely financial and numerical methodologies for project evaluation and decision modeling, the 
simplified Thermodynamics based approach is included in this paper is in the form of Exergy Cost in Section 4. [31]. 
In the viewpoint of the authors, rarely a thermodynamics approach has been considered for project evaluation, 
decision modeling and planning product development activities. The authors aim is to convey a more holistic 
picture using the facet of thermodynamics as a common language for correlating and quantifying activities 
pertaining to economics, science (physics/chemistry/biology), engineering and social structures [38; Encyclopedia of 
Human Thermodynamics]. It is important to note, that the concept of entropy in thermodynamics in this paper is 
stated in terms of irregularities, randomness, knowledge/information deficiency and presumably any undesired 
outcome as discussed in Sections 3, 4 and 5 from diverse viewpoints ranging from Social Sustainability, Engineering 
Systems, Organization Management and non-monetary resources, respectively. Moreover, in contrast to the 
Thermodynamic interactions involving mass and energy, the current system of monetary economics ‘denotes the flow 
and accessibility of tangible (e.g.: currency) and intangible (e.g.: Intellectual) forms of resources. The monetary value 
of an entity is mainly determined by its availability, supply/demand and government sponsored intervention (National 
Bureau of Economics Research). Therefore, the monetary calculations pertaining to gains and losses in the future are 
not necessarily accurate and sometimes are devoid of foresight with respect to our overall Sustainability. As discussed 
in Section 5; wherein Industrial and natural disasters would require a dynamic flow of non- financial tangible and 
intangible resources (including renewable/non-renewable). It is imperative that the flow and utilization of these 
resources are supported by the eco-system functions in order to restore the socio-economics of a geographical region 
under consideration. Unfortunately, these crucial ecosystems are undergoing rapid depletion at the moment. This 
implies that correlating and analyzing a multitude of circulatory feedback mechanisms of the monetary economic 
system, the non-monetary resources and the eco-systems are too exhaustive and complex in nature. Accordingly, the 
simplified Thermodynamics based approach in the form of Exergy cost as discussed in this paper is attributed to be 
far more direct, realistic and pragmatic in nature. 
The authors recommend the users of the proposed multifaceted framework to firstly, calculate the flows of 
materials/energies and the corresponding impact on overall sustainability, followed by calculating the Exergy Cost as 
shown in Section 5 and ultimately assign suitable financial values to the anticipated losses and gains [39]. Moreover, 
the thermodynamics facet in the proposed multifaceted framework would motivate Enterprises and their product 
development teams to devise suitable design engineering processes, value chain optimization processes and 
ecological preservation/restoration programs, so as to honor the equilibrium of the bio-geochemical cycles, in the best 
interests of its stakeholders [6]. 
The expert opinion based sustainability evaluation technique is simplified in nature and simultaneously accounts 
for overall environmental, economic and social outcomes in contrast to contemporary disparately  connected  life  
cycle  evaluation  techniques.  Users  of  the  Multifaceted  framework  are recommended to recalibrate values the  
eco-system functions [35] during the appraisal process and account for the variations in political and economic 
policies of the pertinent geographical region(s). The Expert opinion revealed the dual nature of the chosen criteria to 
be sensitive and dominant, as anticipated from a complex adaptive systems viewpoint, which is usually not addressed 
in pair-wise comparison within the multi-criteria decision modeling methods, especially Analytical Hierarchy Process 
[10]. In addition to Stage 2 to Stage 4 of the Development Process, the proposed Framework is also applicable for 
executing continuous project appraisal. 
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